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ways I could come up with are
using the requests library in a

bash script and using
BeautifulSoup. My issues with

the requests are: It doesn't
handle the redirects in a generic
way which isn't all that helpful.
It doesn't save the cookies in a
generic way Another option

would be to use Python's Goutte
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pc. Is this going to work? A:
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is not damaged, yes, it is
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connection that an HDMI cable
from a cable box to an HDTV
can use. take to give critical
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media is on the rise. It’s just a
matter of time until someone

catches on that when law
enforcement begins chasing a

narrative online, it’s very
difficult to stop it at that point. I

think another thing worth
mentioning in all this is the

increasing inadequacy of things
like search warrants and

subpoenas when it comes to
online investigations — and this

is perhaps the area that law
enforcement should be working
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on even more actively. JW:
What about when we see a tweet
or Facebook post from a shooter
threatening to deploy IEDs? Are

there laws governing what we
can and can’t do when we

uncover one of these threats?
RC: Basically, the way the laws
are written right now, it’s nearly
impossible to do anything about

threats of that nature, even
though they’re a
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